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NorduGrid Status

- Certificate Authority
- Web site: www.quark.lu.se/grid
- Common information namespace
- 3 Post Docs has been hired
- Small test clusters
- Initiated application test case studies
Certificate Authority

• User certificates:
  – /O=Grid/O=NorduGrid/OU=nbi.dk/CN= Anders Waananen

• Host certificates:
  – /O=Grid/O=NorduGrid/CN=lscf.nbi.dk

• Policy document under preparation

• Revocation lists posted regularly
Information Namespace

• Common namespace to expose the NorduGrid organization instead of the individual countries
• Use same namespace as the CA namespace
• Example:
  – hn=lscf.nbi.dk, dc=nbi, dc=dk,o=NorduGrid, o=Grid
• Need accept from common GIIS at CERN
• Will use MDS2